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Seduced is a provocative and ambitious survey of representations of sex across cultures from ancient times to the modern day. Featuring such diverse works as Roman marbles. Marina Wallace is a professor at Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design at the University of the Arts London. Martin Kemp is Professor of the History of Art at the University of Oxford. Joanne Bernstein is an independent curator. Read more. Western art has traditionally plundered classical mythology and the Bible for erotic material, in an often less than subtle attempt to ward off the censors. Leda and the Swan (attributed to Francois Boucher, c1740), featuring the blatant innuendo of a swan's angled neck lurching towards the open legs of his apparently willing victim, gratuitously flaunts how far the ancient myths could be sexed up. Rather than using the censorship of sex as a means of controlling the moral behaviour of the masses, as have Judaeo-Christian cultures to a greater or lesser extent over history, other cultures have embraced sex as an essential part of a pantheistic worldview.